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Abstract 

In this paper, we investigate the medical imaging standard model and the platform 

based on the model as an extension of international standard OHDSI OMOP-CDM. 

To this end, we present a scheme of the medical imaging standard model based on 

the DICOM meta tag information, focusing on linking with the existing common 

data model (CDM). We also present the structure and functions of the web-based 

dataset platform. Finally, the results of executing web service provided by the 

implemented platform are shown. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The medical industry is undergoing transformation due to big 

data and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies in the 4
th

 

industrial revolution. In particular, research on data analysis 

combining medical image data and artificial intelligence is 

being actively conducted; however, standardization of medical 

images (an unstructured data) is insufficient. It is difficult, 

therefore, to build dataset required for the research. As an 

alternative, a method for converting data of each institution 

into CDM was proposed by the Observational Health Data 

Science and Informatics (OHDSI) to perform various clinical 

studies [1]-[3]. Medical imaging information is generated in 

compliance with the international standard DICOM; however, 

the detailed data formats are different for each institution. 

Using the collected images directly to clinical research or AI 

learning research has been, therefore, a major task [4]. To 

address this problem, we propose a medical imaging standard 

linked with a standardized CDM by extracting the tag 

information from a DICOM file containing medical imaging 

information. Furthermore, a platform that can produce the 

standardized dataset as well as manage the data by 

standardizing clinical data is also required. In addition, as the 

data volume increases, it is difficult to construct dataset 

necessary for research. Therefore, the function to classify and 

provide large dataset is required. This will allow large dataset 

to be applied to research for artificial intelligence. In this 

regard, this paper presents a web-based platform containing 

various medical image dataset that can be utilized for 

standardizing medical image information, clinical research, 

and artificial intelligence and the provision of dataset 

according to artificial intelligence learning types. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 AI – based Medical Image Analysis 

AI-based medical image analysis method can be applied to 

various medical images, such as ultrasound, endoscopy, 

pathology images, a wide range of internal organs, X-ray, CT, 

and MRI. In particular, deep learning algorithms and model 

structures have been introduced to quickly and accurately 

produce results. For instance, researches on the detection, 

quantification, and classification of lesions have been actively 

conducted [5]. Moreover, new AI research is being conducted 

and new methods are being developed. 

 

2.2 Common Data Model 

As hospital information systems have separately distinct 

structures for different medical information, a single hospital 

can only conduct a single-center study based on its patients’ 

data. As each patient group in each medical institution has 

different characteristics, evaluating conclusions for all patients 

is a difficult task with an individual hospital data. Therefore, 

clinical studies based on multi-center patient data can provide 

meaningful results. To implement this solution, changing each 

hospital’s data into the same format, a common data model 

(CDM), would be required. Types of CDM, which depends on 

the purpose of the study, include Sentinel CDM (drug 
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surveillance), OMOP-CDM (implementation and evaluation 

of clinical research methodology), and PCORnet CDM 

(patient-centered clinical research network). Although, many 

kinds of CDMs have been established in Korea, the CDMs that 

are actively being used at university hospitals are 

OMOP-CDM. In 2013, it changed to OHDSI Research 

Network to deal with data standardization, medical device 

safety monitoring, and comparative effect studies. In addition, 

various clinical studies have been conducted with the OHDSI 

open source software, as shown in Table 1 [6]. 

 

2.3 Noticeable Medical Outcomes from 

Partnership-Common Data Model (OMOP-CDM) Big 

Data Research 

Clinical big data research, based on Common Data Model 

(CDM) through distributed networks, is an effective method 

for medical institutions to share their disparate databases. 

Achilles, a platform provided by OHDSI Research Network, 

enables the user to visualize the CDM data by using table 

resources. Atlas, a web-based data analysis tool, enables easier 

statistical analysis, such as cohort construction, trend variable 

fitting, survival analysis, and relative risk calculation. 

 

Recently researches using this distributed network method are 

being conducted to predict various clinical trial results. 

Furthermore, a variety of open source software were 

developed on the distributed networks [7]. 

 

Table 1: OHDSI open source software 

No. Tool Name Description 

1 ATLAS 

- Analysis Platform Integrated OHDSI 

- Allows selection and extraction of cohorts and visualization of extracted cohorts 

- search for disease probability: disease incidence by cohort, number of drug users 

- Medication-side relationship analysis codes provided, propensity score matching analysis, regression 

analysis, etc. 

2 ACHILLES Standardized profiling tools for database attributes and data quality assessment 

3 White Rabbit 

- Scan the original data before performing ETL and identify the features 

- Analyze the properties of each table and column in the original data 

- Data distribution and frequency analysis results from each table are provided as files 

4 Rabbit In A Hat 

- Enables creation of mapping definitions between source data tables and CDM tables 

- Manually written mapping definitions define inter-table and inter-column mapping via UI before 

creation 

- Leverage analysis information generated as a result of White Rabbit performance 

5 ETC 

- OHDSI's open source software is available for free in the GitHub repository. 

- Developed by several Java-based client applications to provide support for ETL activities. 

- Additional tools for research activities are developed into HTML5, Web-based client applications, and 

Java-based Web service layers. 

- Developing a statistical analysis package using R. 

 

2.4 Radiology CDM Study 

In recent clinical studies, researches that have employed 

machine learning techniques on medical images have been 

actively conducted. Although medical images are stored in 

compliance with the DICOM international standard, different 

standards are used for each institution, similar to the clinical 

data used in the CDM standard. Selection of the optimized 

clinical protocol for each disease and medical information 

stored in key medical images should, therefore, be 

standardized and stored respectively [8]. In this regard, 

standardization is being conducted in RadLex, which is 

adopted by RSNA, however, its dissemination is still 

insufficient. Although machine learning research is being 

conducted based on medical images from institutions, it has 

faced difficulties from the stages of data collection [9]-[10]. In 

addition, the learning process of AI algorithms should be 

performed with a large amount of image data to produce 

highly accurate results; however, it is also very difficult to 

collect cases for the applicable study. We investigated, 

therefore, the possibility of converting medical images to 

CDM as we realized the necessity of standardization of 

medical images, which is expected to not only provide 

optimized medical images for research purposes but also start 

the implementation of a multi-center research. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system structure of the web-based platform, which is able 

to provide dataset for standardization of medical images, 

search and generation of dataset, and AI learning, is shown in 

Figure 1. We have designed a web client based on JavaScript – 

React User Interface library, the API Server, and Python – 

Django Rest Framework. In addition, an asynchronous 

distributed upload method is used in the Nginx Web Server, 

Message Queue, and Task Worker to handle large file uploads 

from each institution. By using Message Queue and Task 

Worker, the system was designed to reliably upload large files 
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collected from multiple institutions and to classify and download dataset according to the respective CDM. 

 

 
Figure 1: Web Based Medical Dataset Platform 

 

3.1 Database Design for Medical Image Information 

Standardization 

The design of the DB proposed in this paper is shown Figure 2. 

From a standardization perspective, we designed the radiology 

occurrence table to store the image by taking information from 

dataset extracted from DICOM tag information and the 

radiology image table to store information on the images 

included in each dataset. To standardize the information of 

each dataset, the radiology protocol, which includes the 

conditions of image taking for each hospital; the radiology 

condition in which the disease and the image are correlated; 

radiology person position, which evaluates the posture of the 

patient during the image taking; radiology modality, which 

determines the modality taken for the images; radiology units 

to display various units of medical images; radiology device, 

which shows the equipment to take the image; and radiology 

hospital information, which exhibits the hospital where the 

image was taken, are tables designed for storing information 

required for clinical research. The database will be 

periodically updated with the required information. 

 

 
Figure 2: Database Scheme 

 

3.2 DICOM Tag Information Extraction for 

Standardization 

For the standardization of medical image information 

proposed in this paper, meta tag information (shown in Table 2 

for the radiology occurrence and Table 3 for creating the 

radiology image object) needs to be extracted from the 
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DICOM file. Radiology occurrence consists of tags that 

distinguish dataset, such as patient information, institutions, 

and protocols. Meanwhile, radiology image consists of tags 

carrying medical image information of each DICOM file. 

Table 2: DICOM Meta Tag for Radiology Occurrence 

DICOM Tag Number DICOM Tag Name 

(0008, 0020) Study Date 

(0008, 0030) Study Time 

(0008, 0033) Content Time 

(0008, 0060) Modality 

(0008, 1010) Station Name 

(0008, 1030) Protocol Name 

(0010, 0010) Patient Name 

(0010, 0020) Patient ID 

(0010, 0040) Patient Sex 

(0010, 1010) Patient Age 

(0010, 4000) Patient Comments 

(0018, 0060) KVP 

(0018, 0087) Magnetic Field Strength 

(0018, 1150) Exposure Time 

(0018, 5101) View Position 

(0020, 000D) Study Instance UID 

 

Table 3: DICOM Meta Tag for Radiology Image 

DICOM Tag Number DICOM Tag Name 

(0008, 0008) Image Type 

(0008, 0018) SOP Instance UID 

(0008, 0031) Series Time 

(0008, 0032) Acquisition Time 

(0008, 103E) Series Description 

(0018, 0050) Slice Thickness 

(0020, 0011) Series Number 

(0020, 0012) Acquisition Number 

(0020, 0013) Instance Number 

(0020, 0037) Image Orientation (Patient) 

(0028, 0010) Rows 

(0028, 0011) Columns 

(0028, 1050) Window Center 

 

3.3 Anonymization Policy for Privacy Protection 

Various DICOM files, collected from multiple institutions, 

expose the patient’s personal information as shown in Figure 3. 

As a data privacy policy, the anonymization process is 

conducted to delete personal information related to patient in 

the DICOM meta tag, as shown in Figure 4. Tags examples are 

the patient name (0010, 0010), patient ID (0010, 0020), 

patient sex (0010, 0040), and patient age (0010, 1010). 

 

 
Figure 3: DICOM Meta Tag Information before the anonymization 

process 

 

 
Figure 4: DICOM Meta Tag Information after the anonymization 

process 

 

3.4 Search of Dataset 

Data collected from multiple institutions and standardized are 

implemented, as shown in Figure 5, to enable keyword search 

for dataset based on full text search (FTS) on a web-based 

platform.  

 
Figure 5: Full Text Search for Dataset 

 

3.5 Download of Dataset 

The lack of a system with an automated pipeline to create a 

dataset for AI learning hinders the implementation of the 

desired data format. As the importance of a function that 

automatically classify the dataset according to the user’s needs 

increases with the data size, a custom dataset download 

functionality has been added, as shown in Figure 6. To provide 

custom dataset based on the user’s needs, the download type 

can be set to basic or plane phase modes according to the user- 

specified configuration. In addition, the data can be 

downloaded in DICOM, PNG, EXCEL, and NIFTI formats, 

according to the AI learning data type, depending on the 

purpose of the researcher. By enabling the software to create 
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custom dataset, the cost of classifying data and dataset for AI 

can be greatly reduced, and the integrity of dataset for machine 

learning can be enhanced. 

 

 
Figure 6: Download Dataset 

 

4.  RESULT 

4.1 Standardization 

The standardization process presented in this paper includes 

the DICOM tag extraction, occurrence and image object 

creation, and changing pixel data (7FE0, 0010) to PNG 

format. Consequently, from measuring the performance of the 

standardization, a throughput of 100 – 150 per second was 

obtained as shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, the time required 

to finish the standardization process is shown in Fig. 8 [11-13]. 

 

 
Figure 7: Standardization Conversion Success 

 

 

Figure 8: Time to Perform Standardization 

 

 

4.2 Radiology Occurrence and Image Viewer 

Web applications that can perform searches on standardized 

data are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. In the radiology 

occurrence viewer, searches on the user’s desired dataset are 

enable. Meanwhile, in the image viewer, the image dataset, 

included in each radiology occurrence, can be visualized. 

 

 
Figure 9: Radiology Occurrence Viewer 

 

 
Figure 10: Radiology Image Viewer 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we investigated and developed the applicability 

and necessity of a web-based management system that 

provides data search and download for standardization of 

medical image information and clinical research. The system 

is expected to be applicable to clinical research, especially to 

the ones using artificial intelligence techniques, as the user 

may search the desired dataset and customized the platform 

according to the type of data. In addition, by collecting 

medical images of each institution, the reliability of rare 
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diseases’ study or clinical research results is expected to 

improve. In future research, we will develop an image viewer 

applicable for research by implementing image tools for the 

images of dataset converted by the standardization process. In 

addition, we plan to use the accumulated data to employ 

various AI learning models and to further support analysis 

tools.  
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